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This week I am giving you the best exercises ever devised for quickly developing the wrist and fingers.
By this time you will have had considerable work for the chest, shoulders and arms to prepare you for
these strengthening exercises. After a few week's conscientious practice you will be really amazedat
the increased power and endurance you will possess from these simple movements.
Here are the exercises; get busy on them zN soon as possible.

EXERCISE 1 - Close your hands thus forming fists. Extend your arms as far forward
as possible. Then turn your fists inwards and downwards as far as they can be
tumed, then suddenly open the fingers and hand and quickly fling back to the
normal position.

E)(ERCISE 2 - Perform the same exercise but keep the fists closed all the
time, omitting the laffer part of the previous exercise.

EXERCISE 3 - Repeat both exercises, altemating with both hands, until tired.

E)(ERCISE 4 - Bend ttre right fist inwards to the left, now Sasp the fist with the
left hand and try to pull the right fist far to the right while resisting powerfirlly with
the left hand.

E)(ERCISE 5 - TUm the right fist far to the right, that is, outwards, grasp with the
left hand and resist while pulling the right fist inwards to the left.

EXERCISE 6 - Perform the same exercise with the left hand.
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EXERCISESFOR LESSONELEVEN

E)(ERCISE 7 - Do the sirme exercise vigorously while bending the wrist upwards, and again

downward. After each exercise thoroughly shake the hands loose. Work your fingers about and

allow them to hang limp and so release any tendency of stiftress. Do not exercise this group of
muscles beyond the fatigue point. t

EXERCISE 8 - With the fingers and thumb all close together, hand open, bend the wrist in a
full circular movement, first to the right then far to the left. Practice this with both hands at the
sirme time.

EXERCISE 9 - Get a large double sheet of newspaper open flat. With your arm outstretched,

hold the sheet of paper with the fingers of ONLY one hand and starting with one comer of the
sheet, roll up the paper to the size of a small ball in the palm of your hand. Repeat the exercise
with the other hand. This is an excellent exercise, and should be practiced regularly.

EXERCISE 10 - Clench the fists tightly and make a further effort to grip them still more tightly,
as though you were making a superhuman effort to crush some sffong resisting object. Be sure to
relax thoroughly after each effort.

E)(ERCISE 11 - Now shake hands with yourself, squeezing and gripping as vigorously as you
can with the other hand. Practice this altemately with both hands.

phone directories and before throwing them away,practice tearing them to pieces. Be sure that
they are thick enough to offer stubbom resistance.

*

EXERCISE 13 - Place the tip of one of your fingers on the edge of the table or some such con-
venient object and press down firrnly, making an effort to press down still more.

E)(ERCISE 14 - Repeat the exercise with each finger of both hands, including thumbs.

EXERCISE 15 - Make the tips of all fingers and thumbs of one hand touch lighfly, the fingers of
the other hand, then press together very hard, resisting with the opposing hand.

E)(ERCISE 16 - Press your right hand (pfu and finger) against your left hand, and while in this
position bend the elbows upward and outward. This is a very powerfirl exercise and should not be
repeated too often at any one time.

EXERCISE 17 - To Eve each finger individual control open the hand wide, fmgers well apart,
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EXERCISESFOR LESSONELEVEN

now bend each finger towards the palm, keeping the otherfingers quite still in their original
position. Practice this with both hands.

E)(ERCISE 18 - Lock the fingers of one trarld in the fingers of the other hand and try to pull
apffitas vigorously as possible.

The above exercises, I positive$ promise you, will develop marvelous strength and power of the
wrists, forearms and fingers. But remernber, you cannot make any improvement unless you per-
form the movements faitkrfully and persistently.

Simple? Of course they are. But DO them and see how vigorous and effective they are. At the
end of three short months you'll have a steel-like grip, and strong, well developed wrists and fore-
arms of which you'll be more than proud.

Don't say you haven't time to do these exercises. You have lots of time during odd moments. A
most suitable time is just before meals while waiting at the table to be served. rJtfuzethese
moments, and you will be more than amply repaid.

NOTE: The SECRET is this: Practice them every day, do not miss an exercise. Concentrate the
mind on the goup of muscles involved, and relax after each movement. Do not strain. Guard this
secret well in your mind. It is the infallible key to your success.

Yours for FIEALIH and STRENGTH,

A Strong Nation for Lasting Peace!
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Exercise No. 4 - Tum the urist up. Firrnty grasp
with the other hand and force the wrist down and
baclq resisting as sffongly as you can. Try this
several times daily wittr both wrists you can do this
when you have a spare minute.

LESSON 11

ExerciseNo.5 - With the wrist bent downweards as
shown, force upwards using the other hand to resist.
Practice this often together with the other finger exercises
described in the lessons.

Exerrcise No. 1. - With closed fist bent inward, tum under as far as possible. Now quickly open
hands and fingers and swing around to normal position. hactice this by keeping the fists closed
all the time. Do this exercise for both wrists during spme moments.
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